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Gray Lawry 

■ 15+ Years in Travel Marketing

■ Full Stack LAMP Developer

■ Oversee MarTech for Miles 

■ Prolific Googler and Evolving Prompt Writer

SVP, Strategy & Insights
MILES PARTNERSHIP



Our Mission

We enrich lives through travel 

by positively impacting 

communities and travelers



Our

values

Passionate   we do what is right

Open   we are authentic and transparent

Curious   we ask why

Collaborative   we are humble

Impactful    we deliver results

At Miles, we are:



By the

numbers

100% travel 350+ marketing

experts

130+
travel brands

$250+ million in 

gross billings

8-year

average client 

relationship

$150 million

in media annually



Core

services

Strategic 

Consulting & 

Research

Branding & 

Creative Services

Digital 

Development 

Services

Original 

Programming, 

Content & Video 

Production

Media Strategy, 

Planning & Buying

Cooperative 

Advertising 

Management

Print 

Publishing & 

Distribution

Diversity, Equity & 

Inclusion Strategic 

Consulting



Best in Class 

Partners

What Sets Us Apart



Our Work is Always

Grounded in Research

What Sets Us Apart

+$500,000 ANNUALLY



Creative 

excellence

150+ awards
over the past three years
across content creation, brand 
campaigns, media, social and co-op 



We are not just marketers—

we are problem solvers

o Identify and target opportunities for our 
destination and hospitality clients

o Amplify their brand reach in creative ways

o Foster strategic partnerships

Align innovation and creative ideas to strategy 

Our 

approach



MEASUREMENT AT MILES

Travel Spend
Spend by Business Vertical

Geo Traffic
Engaged Sessions
Partner Referrals

Audience Reach
Interactions

Social Actions

Impressions
View-throughs

Conversions



TECHNOLOGY HURDLES

o The Disappearing Apple  

o Crumbling Cookies

o The Promise of Universal Identifiers 

MEASUREMENT AT MILES



MEASUREMENT AT MILES



MY APPROACH TO DATA

• Master The Fundamentals

• You Will Fail. Begin Again

• Focus On The Game, Not The Opponent



DIMENSIONS & METRICS

MASTER THE FUNDAMENTALS



MASTER THE FUNDAMENTALS



BEGIN AGAIN



FOCUS ON THE GAME, NOT THE OPPONENT



REMEMBER

• Master The Fundamentals

• You Will Fail. Begin Again

• Focus On The Game, Not The Opponent



MMGY + Zartico
APPLIED DATA STRATEGY



TJ Walz
MMGY Global 

10 years Travel AdTech

Audience Strategy, Measurement, 
Reporting, and Analytics 





Market Strategy



The 
Importance 
of 
Market
Selection

MEDIA APPLICATION
What media will I be investing in where the decision to impress someone 
is mostly driven by their location? OOH, Linear TV, Radio, etc?

EASE OF ACCESS
Can someone from this market reasonably get to my destination 
(drive/convenient flight)?

EXISTING VISITATION CONTRIBUTION
0 to 1 is hard! Continued momentum is attainable. 
Is there an existing awareness among the community of my destination? 
Are people there already travelling in some capacity? 

PRIOR INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE
Have I had success in this market recently? 

OPPORTUNITY FOR INCREMENTAL VISiTATION
Does everyone in a market already know about or consider my 
destination? 
Is there room to grow (new people or increased frequency)



Market mix
is determined 
by many 
factors

● Existing origin market visitation sentiment

● Market size and proximity

● Direct lift access

● Market Visitor Value

● Conquesting opportunities

● Relative advertising costs

● Current macro & micro trends

● Past performance data

● Repeat visitation rates

● Measured online demand

● Consumer planning behavior

● Target audience concentrations

● Direct flight support needs
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Applying 
Strategy
to Seasonal 
Investment



Applying 
Market 
Analysis
to Media 
Investment

Paid Social, Paid Search, 
Print, Publisher Content

National Behavioral Targeting, Search Intent, Retargeting 

Linear TV, OOH

Market Set 1

Addressable, 
Programmatic Display, 

Endemic Display, Native, 
Video/CTV

All Core Markets

Rich Media, 
Audio, DOOH

Market Set 2
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Agency Overview
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Agency 
Intro
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Relic is a tourism-focused, full-service marketing and advertising firm that 
acts as a strategic extension of clients’ marketing teams, delivering tailored 
solutions and measurable results.

As a specialist in the tourism sector, Relic Agency offers a comprehensive suite 
of services, including strategy, creative, media, and analytics. 

With a data-driven approach, award-winning creative, and a passion for the 
industry, Relic ensures that marketing efforts not only resonate with target 
audiences but also translate into tangible outcomes.

Provo, UT

290 N University Ave
Provo, UT 84601
801.692.7345

relicagency.com

Ryan Jones

Director of Digital Marketing 

801.560.0810
ryan@relicagency.com

Office Info Contact Info

http://www.relicagency.com


What Sets Relic Apart?
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We know tourism marketing. With over 
10 years’ experience working with other 

DMOs across the country, we feel 
uniquely positioned to assist in the 
creation of a brand and marketing 

strategies for our DMO clients.

We Know Tourism
Having served a broad spectrum of 

tourism clients, we know where to begin 
in understanding each destination’s 

target audiences, value propositions, 
and messaging. We know how to 

determine which tactics foster growth in 
overall visitation and revenue.

We’ve Done This Before



Objective
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Objective

Using New KPIs to Hold Agencies 
Accountable

Relic Agency uses Zartico's ZDOS analytics system to:

● Plan media buying and make targeting decisions
● Track new KPIs
● Produce data-driven results to improve our DMO partners' success
● Assist in storytelling to their stakeholders

Our objective is to provide insights on how DMOs can hold their agencies 
accountable with Zartico data, enabling them to make informed marketing 
decisions that drive economic impact and enhance the visitor experience.

These are the questions you need to be asking agency partners in reporting



Planning in the 
ZDOS 
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What metrics are we using in planning? 

KPIs Relic uses in planning
● Top Origin Markets by Spend 

○ Who is driving the most economic impact? Are there DMA’s we are not considering? 
● Market Index

○ How can we uncover opportunity markets? Who is most likely to make an impact? Who is most 
important to reach? Within those DMA’s, are there outlier cities that we include/exclude?

● Visitor Spending Profile
○ Where are visitors spending money? How do we embrace that in our campaigns? Is there an area 

where we aren’t highlighting enough?
● Visitation % by POI Category

○ Where are visitors going, and how can we use this to market to future visitors? Are we highlighting 
these areas in creative assets? In writing?

● Seasonal Visitation
○ When are people visiting your DMO? For clients on a limited budget - when are the most important 

times to increase spending? Is there a shoulder season we need to focus on?



Reporting in the 
ZDOS 
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What metrics are we using in reporting? 

KPIs Relic uses in reporting
● Visitor Economy Index and Occupancy metrics 

○ How is our destination performing? What benefit are stakeholders receiving from our efforts?
● Planning: Share of visitation, visitor spend and web sessions

○ From the key markets that we have identified, are we seeing actual change in year over year visitation? 
● Visitor Spending: Average spend reports, share of spend from visitation, L&H Reporting 

○ What is our impact on the economy? How does our efforts impact job creation or restaurant 
spending?

● Visitor to Resident Ratio
○ Where have we increased our visitor-to-resident ratio? What specific POI’s are impacted? 

● Baselines and Benchmarks
○ How are we improving against ourselves? How are we improving against other DMO’s?



Holding 
agencies 
accountable
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Best Practices & Zartico data can facilitate accountability

How DMOs can hold their agencies 
accountable with Zartico data

● DMOs should expect their agency to utilize multiple data insights, beyond just website visitors, to gain a 
comprehensive data set used in visitor targeting.

● Reporting goes beyond standard metrics like impressions and clicks, DMOs should focus on resident 
sentiments, economic impact reporting, and expanding their thinking beyond their traditional target markets.

● Agencies should be able to traffic real footfall and assist DMOs in effectively communicating this 
information to their stakeholders.

● DMOs need to develop data literacy skills to hold their agencies accountable. Zartico's ZDOS analytics 
system is the tool that enables DMOs to better understand the data and insights that drive marketing 
decisions, leading to improved results and increased economic impact.



Audience
Q&A


